Computer-aided detection(CAD) system for lung nodules plays the important role in the diagnosis of lung cancer. In this paper, an improved intelligent recognition method of lung nodule in HRCT combing rule-based and costsensitive support vector machine(C-SVM) classifiers is proposed for detecting both solid nodules and ground-glass opacity(GGO) nodules(part solid and nonsolid). This method consists of several steps. Firstly, segmentation of regions of interest(ROIs), including pulmonary parenchyma and lung nodule candidates, is a difficult task. On one side, the presence of noise lowers the visibility of low-contrast objects. On the other side, different types of nodules, including small nodules, nodules connecting to vasculature or other structures, part-solid or nonsolid nodules, are complex, noisy, weak edge or difficult to define the boundary. In order to overcome the difficulties of obvious boundary-leak and slow evolvement speed problem in segmentatioin of weak edge, an overall segmentation method is proposed, they are: the lung parenchyma is extracted based on threshold and morphologic segmentation method; the image denoising and enhancing is realized by nonlinear anisotropic diffusion filtering(NADF) method; candidate pulmonary nodules are segmented by the improved C-V level set method, in which the segmentation result of EM-based fuzzy threshold method is used as the initial contour of active contour model and a constrained energy term is added into the PDE of level set function. Then, lung nodules are classified by using the intelligent classifiers combining rules and C-SVM. Rule-based classification is first used to remove easily dismissible nonnodule objects, then C-SVM classification are used to further classify nodule candidates and reduce the number of false positive(FP) objects. In order to increase the efficiency of SVM, an improved training method is used to train SVM, which uses the grid search method to search the optimal parameters of C-SVM and uses second order information to achieve fast convergence to select the Sequential Minimal Optimization(SMO) working set. Experimental results of recognition for lung nodules show desirable performances of the proposed method.
Introduction
Lung cancer is one of the most common malignant tumors. According to World Health Organization (WHO, 2004) , Lung cancer, the most common cause of cancerrelated death in men and women, is responsible for 1.3 million deaths worldwide annually, as of 2004. Early detection of lung cancer is critical for improving survival of this disease. Survival varies, depending on stage, overall health, and other factors, but the overall five-year survival rate for all persons diagnosed with lung cancer is 14% [1] . Guessous et al. [2] reported that the average 5-year survival rate of Europe lung cancer patients is 8%-12%, while the 5-year survival rate of the early stage patients can surpass 70%. How to effectively diagnose lung cancer has became the subject of universal concern. Lung nodules in HRCT(high resolution computerized tomography) images are distinct signs of lung cancer. Lung nodules can be classified into two categories:solid nodules characterized by their high-contrast and ground-glass opacity(GGO) nodules with faint contrast and fuzzy margin [3] .
Radiologists will give detailed diagnosis results after reviewing carefully the CT images and testing the type(benign, malignant or cancerous) of nodules that are present. However, the interpretation of a great deal of CT images yielded by HRCT technique brings the huge workload to the radiologist, which will increase the false negative rate due to observational oversights. CAD systems help scan digital images, e.g. from computer tomography, for typical appearances and to highlight conspicuous sections, such as possible diseases. Therefore, Computer-aided detection/diagnosis(CAD) system for lung nodules plays the important role in the diagnosis of lung cancer [4] , which assists doctors in the interpretation of medical CT images and increases the detection of lung cancer by reducing the false negative rate due to observational oversights [3] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
CAD of lung nodules is fundamentally based on highly complex pattern recognition. In a CAD method of lung nodules, digital image data are prepared and analyzed in several steps:
(1)Image preprocessing, including reduction of artifacts, image noise reduction, etc.;
(2)Segmentation of ROIs(Regions of Interest), including differentiation of different structures in the image, e.g. heart, lung, ribcage, possible round lesions; In the CAD of lung nodules, segmentation of pulmonary parenchyma and nodule candidates are a necessary first step. Any computer system that analyzes the lungs and does not work on manually delineated regions of interest must incorporate an automatic lung segmentation. Armato and Sensakovic [9] illustrated the importance of accurate segmentation as a preprocessing step in a CAD scheme. In a nodule detection setting, they showed that 5% -17% of the lung nodules in their test data was missed due to the preprocessing segmentation, depending on whether or not the segmentation algorithm was adapted specifically to the nodule detection task. For finding pulmonary parenchyma and nodule candidates, so many techniques [8] [10] have been reported: rule-based thresholding methods [9] [ [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , mathematical morphology [16] , genetic algorithm [16] , template matching of Gaussian spheres and discs [17] , clustering [8] , detection of (half) circles in thresholded images [18] , and filters enhancing (spherical) structures [7] [ [19] [20] .
Segmentation has been researched, and ongoing improvements in speed and quality of its techniques have broadened the field of applications, but has not reached the status of routine clinical use [4] . The original thorax image consists of background, lung tissue, blood vessel, trachea, bone, fat, muscle, and so on. But only the pulmonary parenchyma is useful indeedly for detection of lung nodules. So, the pulmonary parenchyma must be extracted before any other automatic segmentation and recognition of lesions. As the lung is essentially a bag of air in the body, it shows up as a dark region in CT scans. This contrast between lung and surrounding tissues forms the basis for the majority of the segmentation schemes. Segmentation of pulmonary parenchyma and different types of nodules is a difficult task. Reasons are as follows. On one side, thorax CT images, especially low-dose CT images are often affected by random noise arising in the image acquisition process and respiratory movements. The presence of noise not only produces undesirable visual quality but also lowers the visibility of low-contrast objects. On the other side, the excellent contrast between tissue and air on CT makes segmentation of an isolated solid nodule of reasonable size a simple task. But difficulties arise when a) the nodule is small; b) the nodule is connected to vasculature or other structures such as the pleura, fissures or abnormalities; c) the nodule is part-solid or nonsolid, in which case it can be typical weak edge and difficult to define the boundary; d)the data is noisy (typical for low-dose scans) [4] .
Therefore, it is difficult to acquire the ideal segmentation effect only using general image-datadriven segmentation methods. For example, the edges extracted only by edge detection operator is usually discontiguous due to the blur and weak boundary in medical image; or region growing and rule-based thresholding methods are not sensitive to small nodules and will fail to segment these pathological parts of the lung due to a lack of contrast between lung and surrounding tissues. Active contour models have been one of the most successful methods for image segmentation [21] [22] [23] [24] . According to paper [24] , there are several desirable advantages of active contour models over classical image segmentation methods, such as edge detection, thresholding, and region grow. First, active contour models can achieve sub-pixel accuracy of object boundaries. Second, active contour models can be easily formulated under a principled energy minimization framework, and allow incorporation of various prior knowledge, such as shape and intensity distribution, for robust image segmentaion. Third, they can provide smooth and closed contours as segmentation results, which are necessary and can be readily used for further applications, such as shape analysis and recognition. Here every ROI is evaluated and classified individually for the probability of a TP. If the detected structures have been classified as nodules, they are highlighted in the image for the radiologist.
There is a number of classification techniques used in the stage of the nodule detection CAD systems: rulebased or linear classifier [19] [20] [25] , Linear discriminant classifier(LDA) [26] , template matching [27] , nearest cluster [28] , neural network [29] [30] , Bayesian classifier [31] , multilayer perception, radial basis function network (RBF), SVM(Support Vector Machine) [3] , and so on.
SVM is a new developed learning algorithm based on SLT (Statistical Learning Theory), which is established by Vapnik in 1992 [32] . SVM is based on the principle of structural risk minimization and VC theory to find the best compromise in the complexity and learning ability of the model according to limit sample information. SVM overcomes the problems of over-fitting, curse of dimensionality and local minimum in traditional machine learning to a great extent; thereby it obtains better generalization ability [33] [34] . As the result of the advantage of SVM, it has been widely applied in target recognition and image processing [3] [ [35] [36] .
Despite much effort being devoted to the computeraided nodule detection problem, lung CAD systems remain an ongoing research topic [37] . One of the major difficulties is the detection of GGO nodules with lowdose thin-slice CT screening. Another two difficulties are the detection of nodules that are adjacent to vessels or the chest wall when they have very similar intensity; and the detection of nodules that are nonspherical in shape. In such cases, intensity thresholding or modelbased methods might fail to identify those nodules.
In this paper, an improved lung nodule intelligent recognition method combing rule-based and SVM classifiers is proposed for detecting multiple nodules, including solid nodules and ground-glass opacity(GGO) nodules(part solid and nonsolid). The flowchart of the proposed recognition method for lung nodules in HRCT images is shown as Fig.1 . The components of our algorithm utilize some existing methods in new ways. In particular, new efforts and some improvements have been made to adapt the methods into our recognition approach of lung nodules. The main contributions of the paper are summarized below: 1) A unified CAD framework for the detection of various types of solid nodules and ground-glass opacity(GGO) nodules(part solid and nonsolid).
2) In order to overcome the difficulties of obvious boundary-leak and slow evolvement speed problem in segmentatioin of weak edge, an overall segmentation method is proposed in this paper, the image denoising and enhancing is realized by NADF method; candidate pulmonary nodules are segmented by the improved C-V level set method, in which the segmentation result of EM-based fuzzy threshold method is used as the initial contour of active contour model and a constrained energy term is added into the PDE of level set function.
3) Lung nodules are classified by using the intelligent classifiers based on rules and SVM(support vector machine). Rule-based classification in 3D space is first used to remove easily dismissible nonnodule objects, then cost-sensitive support vector machine (C-SVM) classification are used to further classify nodule candidates and reduce the number of false positive(FP) objects. In order to increase the efficiency of SVM, an improved training method is used to train SVM, which uses the grid search method to search the optimal parameters of C-SVM and selects the SMO working set, using second order information to achieve fast convergence.
The proposed method has been trained and validated on a clinical dataset of 100 thoracic CT scans using a wide range of tube dose levels that contain 52 nodules determined by a ground truth reading process. The experimental results using the proposed method indicate the performances with sensitivity of 88.89% and specificity of 95.65%. Different types of challenging nodules such as small nodules, low-contrast part-solid and nonsolid nodules are identified.
Segmentation of ROIs

The description of segmentation process of ROIs
In this paper, pulmonary parenchyma and nodule candidates are segmented by using an overall segmentation method combining fuzzy thresholding, morphologic segmentation, NADF and improved geometric active contour model. The segmentation process of ROIs (pulmonary parenchyma and nodule candidates) is shown as Fig.2 .
The original thorax image consists of background, lung tissue, blood vessel, trachea, bone, fat, muscle, and so on. But only the pulmonary parenchyma is useful indeedly for detection of lung nodules. So, the pulmonary parenchyma must be extracted before any other automatic segmentation and recognition of lesions.
As the lung is essentially a bag of air in the body, it shows up as a dark region in CT scans. This contrast between lung and surrounding tissues forms the basis for the majority of the segmentation schemes. So, in this paper the pulmonary parenchyma can be segmented by an overall segmentation method combining thresholding, edge dection, region growing, and morphology. In the segmentation process, the left and right pulmonary lobe, trachea and bronchia are firstly segmented, then the pulmonary parenchyma with smooth edge and no holes is extracted by using morphology method. The detailed steps are as follows:
(1)The thorax is extracted.
① Thorax is detected by using threshold segmentation and edge detection methods.
②All of edges in the binary image are detected by using edge detector.
③The contour of thorax is found by using contour track method. 
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(2)Contours of left and right lung are extracted using contour track method, and their corresponding masks are filled up. If left and right lung is adjacent, they are divided by using the geometric character of lung and the topological saddle point in the junction region.
(3)The left and right mask are processed by morphological closing, respectively, and the irregular edge of mask is mended by using rolling ball method [42] , which is necessary to the detection of nodules that are adjacent to the chest wall.
(4)The final image of pulmonary parenchyma is segmented by using boolean operation AND between the original image and the mask of pulmonary parenchyma.
Results of each step are shown as Fig.3 and Fig.4 .
Lung image denoising and enhancing based on NADF method
Thorax CT images, especially low-dose CT images are often affected by random noise arising in the image acquisition process and respiratory movements . The presence of noise not only produces undesirable visual quality but also lowers the visibility of low-contrast objects.
In order to recover the best estimate of the original image from its noisy version, and enhance the effect of ROIs, the image denoising and enhancing is realized by NADF method in this paper.
NADF is a technique aiming at reducing image noise without removing significant parts of the image content, typically edges, lines or other details that are important for the interpretation of the image [43] . It is described below.
The partial differential equation(PDE) which governs NADF is described as Eq.(1).
is a filtered version of the original image; x , y are the horizontal ordinate value and the vertical ordinate value in a 2D image, respectively; t is a time variable;
G is a 2D Gaussian distribution function of standard deviation  , which denotes NAD is performed in different scales; ) ( g is the monotonically degressive edge diffusion function, described as Eq. (2).
Where  is the diffusion constant. The PDE Eq. (1) is ill conditioned, so it is regularized before solving the equation. An improved additional operator splitting(AOS) algorithm [43] with semi-implicit scheme is applied in this paper. The detailed implementation is described as follows.
Step 1: First, the image
computed, and the edge diffusion function ) (
Step 2: The image
is filtered by 1D onedimensional nonlinear diffusion filtering , respectively. A simple numerical scheme for solving this equation numerically is:
Where, I is an identity matrix;  is the step length of time, and under the premise of absolute stability of the algorithm it is a trade-off between precision and efficiency; Step 3:
u is the result after the current iteration.
Step 4: Repeat step (1)- (3), until the termination condition of iteration is satisfied.
ROIs are enhanced by using NADF method based on AOS algorithm [43] , which can remove some discontiguous and fine tissue and blood in pulmonary parenchyma. Moreover, nodules with different size are denoised and enhanced by changing the coefficient of variation or mask size of Gaussian model. 
Segmentation of ROIs based on improved geometric active contour model
It is difficult to acquire the ideal segmentation effect only using general image-data-driven segmentation methods. On one side, thorax CT images, especially low-dose CT images are often affected by random noise arising in the image acquisition process and respiratory movements . The presence of noise not only produces undesirable visual quality but also lowers the visibility of low-contrast objects. On the other side, the excellent contrast between tissue and air on CT makes segmentation of an isolated solid nodule of reasonable size a simple task. But difficulties arise when a) the nodule is small; b) the nodule is connected to vasculature or other structures such as the pleura, fissures or abnormalities; c) the nodule is part-solid or nonsolid, in which case it can be typical weak edge and difficult to define the boundary; d)the data is noisy (typical for low-dose scans). Active contour models have been one of the most successful methods for image segmentation. Yet boundary leakage and slow evolvement speed problem often occur when the active contour model is applied to segment weak edge objects such as lung nodules. In order to overcome the difficulties of obvious boundaryleak and slow evolvement speed problem in segmentatioin of weak edge, pulmonary nodule candidates are segmented by improved C-V level set method in this paper. In this paper, the segmentation result of EM-based fuzzy threshold method is used as the initial contour of active contour model, and a constrained energy term is added into the PDE of level set function  , the modification make the active contour model more robust to solve boundary-leak problem, moreover, its segmentation contours are more smooth.
EM-based fuzzy threshold Segmentation of ROIs
Lung nodules are related to statistical characteristics of intensity in CT images because of CT image principle. For example, lung nodules are often calcified tissue, whose intensity and that of gasbag are high-contrast. So in this paper, the initial ROIs are segmented by using EM-based threshold method. First, the probability that each pixel belongs to each class is computed by using EM algorithm; then ROIs are segmented by using threshold method. 
Then the distribution of intensity values in the whole image is described as a Guassian mixture where 
 of Eq. (5) is solved by EM algorithm. Its implementation is described as follows.
The first step(the E-step) of the EM algorithm is to compute the expectation of the image complete-data log-likelihood.
is the conditional probability of each pixel in each class, which is computed by Bayesian formula shown as Eq. (7).
is the result at iteration t .
The second step(the M-step) of the EM algorithm is to maximize the expectation computed in the first step by using maximum likelihood estimation method.
Repeat the above two steps, until the termination condition of iteration is satisfied.
Finally, ROIs are segmented by using thresholds computed by the aforementioned EM algorithm.
Segmentation of ROIs based on improved C-V level set method
As mentioned above, it is difficult to acquire the ideal segmentation effect only using general image-datadriven segmentation methods. In order to overcome the difficulties of obvious boundary-leak and slow evolvement speed problem in segmentatioin of weak edge, pulmonary nodule candidates are segmented by improved C-V level set method in this paper.
The traditional C-V model is described below.
The image u is devided into two regions by the evolving curve C : the object region 1  (inside( C )) and background region The C-V model is solved by using variational level set approach, and its partial differential equations(PDE) defined by level set function  is: It is difficult to acquire the ideal segmentation effect to segment weak edge of medial image only using the traditional C-V model segmentation methods. An example is shown as Fig.6 .
Because the traditional C-V model is evolved based on gradient and intensity information, obvious boundary-leak and slow evolvement speed problem in segmentation of lung nodule candidates only using the traditional C-V model arise when the nodule is weak edge or the data is noisy (typical for low-dose scans). In order to overcome the difficulties of obvious boundaryleak and slow evolvement speed problem in segmentatioin of weak edge, pulmonary nodule candidates are segmented by improved C-V level set method in this paper. First, according to the overall and local region information the intensity value of each pixel in some region is unified to average value of its corresponding region, which will improve the condition of intensity inhomogeneity in the same region; and the segmentation result of EM-based fuzzy threshold method is used as the initial contour of active contour model. Then, a constrained energy term is added into the PDE of level set function  ; the parameter  is 

. The modification make the active contour model more robust to solve boundary-leak problem, moreover, its segmentation contours are more smooth. So it is fit for the segmentation of blur edge and avoids expensive re-initialization of the evolving level set function.
Segmentation results of ROIs
Experimental results indicate that the proposed method is satisfactory, which are separately shown in Figs 7-9. Fig.7, Fig.8 and Fig.9 show some segmentation results of typical lung nodules, including GGO(ground-glass opacity), solitary and adhesive lung nodules. Fig.7(b) , Fig.8(b) and Fig.9(b) are the denoised and enhanced results using the proposed method, in which the edge information has been enhanced and some discontiguous and fine tissue and blood have been removed. Fig.6(c) , Fig.7(c) and Fig.8(c) is the segmentation results using the proposed method, in which, some unwanted and meaningless information are removed. In Fig.6(c) , Fig.7(c) and Fig.8(c) , the red pane and arrows denoted nodules which are recognized by the following recognition method. Experimental results show that the segmentation contours of nodules are segmented completely and smoothly. 
Feature selection and extraction and rulebased classifier
How to select and extract features is the key for intelligent detection of lung nodule. According to the clinical manifestation and pathological features of lung nodules, some useful intensity, shape and texture features are selected and extracted from diagnosed samples and disturbed samples. Then a rule-based classifier is designed to remove easily dismissible nonnodule objects.
Clinical manifestation and pathological features of lung nodules in CT
Clinical manifestation and pathological features of lung nodules in CT include position, shape, lobulation, burr sign, notch, cavitation, vacuole sign, halo sign, calcification, vessel convergence sign, satellite lesion, pleural retraction sign, etc.
Feature extraction of lung nodules
Feature selection and extracion play an important role on the intelligent recognition of lung nodules. In this paper, typical features of lung nodules include intensity, shape and texture features. 
(2)Shape features
Most of signs of clinical manifestation and pathological features of lung nodules are from shape features, so it is important to select and extract shape features. Shape features consist of global shape features, which include perimeter, area, diameter, centroid, ellipticity, circularity, slenderness, rectangle degree etc., and local shape features which include inflexion of contour, important feature points, etc.
1)invariant moments
The p+q order origin moment 
Where, pq  is the p+q order central moment. The long axis is used to measure the diameter of the lung nodule. ③Flattening of region is: The closer to circle the shape of region is, the closer to 1 e is.
2)geometric meature
Where odd A is sum of odd number in chain code, even A is sum of even number in chain code. 8-connected chain code is used in this paper. ②Area A is: A = total of pixels in some region (20) ③Circularity is: ⑥Compact ratio/ compactness is:
Where, P is perimether of region contour, A is area of region. Compact ratio reflects degree closing to circle and smoothness of region. And compact ratio can detect irregular feature of edge. The rougher and flatter edge is, the smaller F is. ⑦Concavity ratio is:
Where S is area of concave region, e S is difference of convex hull and original region. Concavity ratio reflects cupped degree of region boundary.
(3)Texture features
It is necessary to explain and describe the appearance of tissue in detection of medical image, such as smoothness, granularity, regulation, uniformity, and so on. All of these characters are related to local intensity change of image, which can be quantified by texture measurement. In this paper, co-occurrence matrix is used to quantified texture measurement. Let the gray level of image be L , distance 2   and four directions, 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, are considered here. Four parameters of co-occurrence matrix are as follows: Energy 1 f is uniformity measurement of gray distribution:
is normalized co-occurrence matrix. Entropy 2 f is:
Correlation 3 f is:
Inertia moments 4 f is :
Eigenvalue uc f of texture matrix of four parameters for one region is:
Where, i a is weight coefficient,
Feature selection of lung nodules in CT
According to pathomorphology of lung nodule lesions, a small lesion show circle because it have not encountered many obstacles in its growing process; when the lesion grows to a certain degree, it shows quasi-circular, and lobulation sign and notch sign appear due to the barrier of neighborhood bronchus trees and blood vessels; as the lesion grows further, it will oppress the bronchia, blood vessel or pleura and shows irregular shape, and continuous burr sign and lobulation will appear. Therefore, shape features are still the most important evidence for detection of true lung nodules. Moreover, burr sign, lobulation and cavitation with GGO edge show blur and uneven, which are the most important pathomorphological features in mid-later growing season and can be represented by compact ratio.
Furthermore, nodule candidate extraction is often disturbed by bronchus and blood vessels in pulmonary hilar. Therefore, according to expert knowledge and experimental results, shape features of typical samples, such as concavity ratio, circularity, flattening and compact ratio are summarized in this paper.
Moreover, the blood vessel whose transect shows quasi-circular is easily mistaken for true positive nodules, shown as Fig.10 . According to the medical knowledge [44] , main differences between lung nodules and blood vessels are as follows:
①When the blood vessel is parallel to the slice, the lung nodule shows circular or quasi-circular, yet the blood vessel shows rectangular;
②When the blood vessel is vertical to the slice, the blood vessel and lung nodule are both circular, yet CT value of the blood vessel is higher than that of nodule with the same size; moreover, the position of the blood vessel almost keeps unchanged;
③ CT values of lung nodule obey the Gaussian distribution, yet the intensity values of transect of blood vessel are almost uniform. From the statistical result of samples, intensity values of interior of lung nodule are -100~100, and their variance values are 25~60; intensity values of blood vessel are often less than -100, and their variance value are less than 25.
Rule-based classifier
In this paper, a rule-based classifier is designed to remove easily dismissible nonnodule objects from lung nodule candidates. That is, features of lung nodule candidates are extracted in section 3.3 and integrated into the corresponding feature matrices, and lung nodule candidates are classified by the cascaded decisionmaking method combining with rules and multi-feature tracking. First, lung nodule candidates are classified by the classification rules based on shape, intensity and texture features; then corresponding features of nodule candidates in multiple CT images are tracked and fused as needed, and the nodule candidates are detected further.
A lung nodule often has the following obvious characteristics:(1)Its position is relatively unchanged; (2)Its area have a great deal change; (3)It shows ovallike and change little, etc.. So the classification method based on multi-feature tracking is proposed, which is fit for CT sequence images. Here, the concept "integral" (3)When the selected CT images are processed, the nodule candidate is classified as a nodule if the corresponding "integral" value is greater than the threshold.
In this paper, classification rules based on shape, intensity and texture features are as follows:
①If concavity ratio E>0.6 and circularity Cir<0.5, a false positive nodule, belonging to the blood vessel or bronchial.
② If concavity ratio 0.15<E<0.6, and flattening e>1.75, or circularity Cir<0.5, it is a false positive nodule, belonging to the blood vessel, bronchial or value tissue.
③If concavity ratio E<0.15, and flattening e>1.75, it is a false positive nodule, belonging to the blood vessel, bronchial or value tissue.
④ If concavity ratio E<0.15, circularity Cir>0.8, compact ratio F>0.7, and flattening e<1.5, it is a true positive nodule in early stage, which shows quasicircular and whose contour is smooth.
⑤If concavity ratio E<0.6, circularity 0.6<Cir<0.8, flattening e<1.5, and compact ratio 0.5<F<0.7, it is a true positive nodule in early-mid stage, whose circularity descends and whose edge shows lobulation sign.
⑥If concavity ratio 0.15<E<0.6, circularity 0.5< Cir <0.7, flattening e<1.5, and compact ratio F<0.5, it is a true positive nodule in terminal stage, ⑧If meeting rule⑦, and its texture feature uc f is bigger than threshold 0.50, it is classified into the lung nodule.
Classification of lung nodules based on rules and SVM(support vector machine) classifier
As mentioned above, lung nodules are classified by using the intelligent classifiers based on rules and SVM(support vector machine). First, rule-based classification is used to remove easily dismissible nonnodule objects. Then, cost-sensitive support vector machine (C-SVM) classification are used to further classify nodule candidates and reduce the number of false positive(FP) objects. Here, the nodule candidates filtered by the rule-based classification are used as the training and testing samples set of C-SVM, and their intensity, shape and texture features are used as the input parameters of C-SVM. The C-SVM is used to solve the problem of unbalanced dataset. The nodule candidates set is a typical un-balanced dataset, in which the nodule samples are far less than the nonnodule samples, so the C-SVM is fit for the classification of samples in an un-balanced dataset.
In this paper, nodule candidates are regarded as the samples set According to papers [38] [39], the training algorithms of the traditional C-SVM [40] are slow, especially for large data problems. In this paper, in order to increase the efficiency of SVM, an improved training method is used to train SVM, which uses the grid search method to search the optimal parameters of C-SVM and selects the Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) working set, using second order information to achieve fast convergence. In this proposed method, the penalties  The RBF kernel function is used in this paper, defined as Eq. (35):
Where  is the parameter.
In this paper, nodule candidatas are classified by kCross Validdation training and testing SVM. And the grid search method is used to search the optimal parameters  C and  of C-SVM in this paper. In the grid search method, there should be a criterion to determine the optimal parameters. However, how to find a best criterion is still a difficult problem in the case of un-balanced dataset. Sensitivity and specificity are often used to measure the performance of the classification system; but they are often a tradeoff. The criterion of AUC [45] is chosen to train C-SVM. When AUC reaches the maximum, the minimums of  C and  meeting the AUC condition will be chosen.
Experimental Results
A database of 100 thoracix CT scans from Guangzhou General Hospital of Guangzhou Command, a comprehensive First Class of the third Grade Hospital in Guangzhou, was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The medical CT slices used are data set with an intensity value of 16bits and the resolution of 512*512 . 50 slices are chosen as training data set, and other 50 slices are chosen as test data set in the paper. Lung nodules in CT images are solid or GGO(part solid or nonsolid), whose sizes are from 4mm to 30mm. Moreover, locations of nodules are uncertain, some are isolated, others are adhered to lung wall or blood vessels. There are 254 candidate ROIs, including 52 (lung nodules) and 204 negative samples (non-nodules), shown as Table 1 . Some detected results of different types of nodules are showed in Fig.11-Fig.14. Fig.11 (a) is a CT slice with a 8mm solid nodule and an adhesive nodule which is adjacent to lung wall; Fig.12(a) is a CT slice with a nodule which is adjacent to the blood vessel; Fig.13(a) is a CT slice with a GGO nodule; and Fig.14 (a) is a CT slice ncluding a micro-nodule with the diameter 4mm. Fig.11(b), Fig.12(b), Fig.13(b) and Fig.14(b) are the corresponding segmentation results of lung parenchyma, respectively. Fig.11(c), Fig.12(c), Fig.13(c) and Fig.14(c) are the corresponding ROIs extraction results (marked in red regions), respectively; Fig.11(d) , Fig.12(d), Fig.13(d) and Fig.14(d) are the corresponding recognition results of the system (marked in red circle), respectively. Experimental results shown the classification results of the proposed method are satisfactory. The classification results of experimental data set Table 1 are classified by using the proposed method are shown as Table 2 , and ROC curves are given in Fig.15 .
In this paper, K-fold CV was performed to train and test C-SVM classifier, and different results were obtained using different K values. In the grid search method, define Table 3 , when sensitivity reaches 88.89%, specificity is 95.65%(K=8), and the performance of the SVM is considered the best.
Comparing with different CAD models covered in paper [3] [4] , it seems that the proposed method's relatively high detection rate, fast computation, and applicability to different imaging conditions and nodule types shows much promise for clinical applications. As a rule, nodule detection systems consist of several steps: a) preprocessing; b) candidate detection; c) false positive reduction; d) classification. Most often one tries to cheaply segment and detect the potential nodules and drastically reduce the number of these FPs. They are necessary to improve the detection rate and reduct the number of false positives. The reason why the proposed method has a better performance for detecting both solid nodules and ground-glass opacity nodules are as follows.
1)candidate detection; The purpose of candidate detection is to avoid missing potential nodules. Moreover in this step, the precise segmentation of potential nodule is often a necessary step to computer ananlysis, extraction and computation of features, which is important for false positive reduction. As mention before, our solution to efficiently segment the potential nodule objects involves three steps: i) the lung parenchyma is extracted based on threshold and morphologic segmentation method; ii) the image denoising and enhancing is realized by NADF method; iii) candidate pulmonary nodules are segmented by the improved C-V level set method. The proposed overall segmentation method will efficiently overcome the difficulties caused noise and weak edge. Published by Atlantis Press Copyright: the authors2) false positive reduction; In this paper, Lung nodules are classified by using the intelligent classifiers based on rules and SVM(support vector machine). First, rule-based piecewise linear classifier in 3D space is used to remove easily dismissible nonnodule objects. Then, cost-sensitive support vector machine (C-SVM) classification are used to further classify nodule candidates and reduce the number of false positive(FP) objects. Moreover, an improved training method is used to train SVM, which uses the grid search method to search the optimal parameters of C-SVM.
Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper, an improved intelligent recognition method of lung nodule in HRCT combing rule-based and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers is proposed for detecting different types of lung nodules, including both solid nodules and ground-glass opacity(GGO) nodules(part solid and nonsolid). This method consists of several steps: segmentation of pulmonary parenchyma and candidate pulmonary nodules, selection and extraction of features and classification of lung nodules, etc. This study demonstrates the superiority of the proposed method. Experimental results of recognition for lung nodules show desirable performances of the proposed method. The experimental results using the proposed method indicate the performances with sensitivity of 88.89% and specificity of 95.65%.
However, to further improve the detection performance, some improvements need to be further investigated as follows: (1)although some common features are selected and extracted in this paper, some more useful features, including 3D features, need to be further investigated and extracted; (2) in order to recognize lung nodules in noisy image more effectively, an adaptive smoothing method needs to be further investigated; (3) From Table 2 , it can be concluded that AUC is not the best criterion for grid search, but just a fairly good criterion. It is still a problem to solve that finding a best criterion for grid search. (4)in this paper, intelligent recognition of lung nodules are studied, but intelligent differentiating benign and malignant nodules is unconcerned with, which need to be further investigated in detail. Table 2 . K-fold CV results using the grid search for optimal parameters of C-SVM classifier. 
